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ABSTRACT: Electroluminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL) imaging have recently been demonstrated to
be fast experimental techniques that allow measurement of the spatial distribution of the diffusion length in silicon
solar cells and of the minority carrier lifetime in large area silicon wafers [1, 2]. A practical advantage of these
techniques is that data acquisition times for high resolution luminescence images are typically on the order of only
one second. This paper reviews previous work related to process monitoring by luminescence imaging techniques
and discusses some recent progress in the areas of several experimental and theoretical aspects of luminescence
imaging. It is shown that luminescence imaging is an exceptionally versatile tool that provides spatially resolved
information about a variety of material and solar cell parameters with data acquisition times that are compatible with
in-line process monitoring.
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1

INTRODUCTION

emission of light is stimulated by external illumination,
was introduced soon afterwards [2]. Compared to EL
imaging PL is advantageous as it is applicable to silicon
wafers at any processing stage. In both EL and PL
imaging silicon CCD cameras were used for the
detection. The luminescence distribution of the entire
sample is captured with the acquisition of a single CCD
camera image, which makes luminescence imaging
exceptionally fast.
Since the introduction of EL and PL imaging a
variety of specialised applications for luminescence
imaging on large area silicon devices and wafers have
been developed which shall be reviewed in this paper.
Note that most images will appear with somewhat
reduced image quality in this paper. A high quality pdfversion of the paper is available upon request from the
corresponding author.

Bulk crystalline silicon is an indirect band gap
material and as such is generally a relatively poor light
emitter due to the fact that phonons are involved in
optical transitions. External PL quantum efficiencies on
the order of several percent can be achieved in very pure
silicon wafers with excellent surface passivation [3].
External EL quantum efficiency of PERL solar cells on
the order of one percent have also been demonstrated,
when the cells were used as silicon light emitting diodes
[4]. However, in silicon wafers that are typically used in
industrial photovoltaic applications, luminescence
quantum efficiencies are on the order 10-6. The
demonstration of quasi steady state photoluminescence
(QSS-PL) as a very sensitive experimental method to
determine the injection level dependent minority carrier
lifetime in silicon wafers [5] therefore came as a surprise.
Spatially resolved PL mapping measurements have
been used in Photovoltaics (PV) research for some time
[6-8] and the general benefits of using luminescence as a
characterisation tool for silicon solar cells have also been
pointed out previously by various authors (e.g. [9-12]).
An important recent development in terms of a practical
implementation of luminescence characterisation has
been the demonstration of luminescence imaging
techniques for large area silicon solar cells and silicon
wafers typically used in PV. EL imaging, in which a
forward bias is applied to a finished solar cell in the dark,
was introduced on mc-Si solar cells by T. Fuyuki et. al
and proposed as a technique to measure the spatially
resolved diffusion length [1]. PL imaging, where the

2

MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME IMAGING

PL imaging is an exceptionally fast experimental
method for spatially resolved measurement of the
effective minority carrier lifetime τeff. General benefits of
quasi steady state PL lifetime measurements include the
robustness of steady state or quasi steady state PL
measurements against experimental artefacts occurring in
other techniques at low to moderate injection densities.
These artefacts can result from minority carrier trapping
[13] or from excess carriers stored in space charge
regions [5], the latter causing the so-called depletion
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Note that the μ-PCD tool measured only the part of the
wafer that is highlighted in the PL image with a dotted
line, whereas the PL image represents the actual wafer
area including the edge region with very low (<5μs)
lifetime. Good quantitative agreement between the two
independently calibrated measurements is observed over
most of the wafer area. The calibration of the PL image
was achieved by comparison with a spatially averaged
QSS-PC measurement. The PL image was measured with
a total data acquisition time of only one second and with
a spatial resolution of 160x160 μm2 per pixel. For
comparison, the μ-PCD measurement took 100s with a
significantly poorer spatial resolution of 2x2 mm2 per
pixel. While good quantitative agreement is observed
over most of the wafer area, the PL image reveals various
blurry patches of strongly reduced intensity which are
not as clearly identified in the μ-PCD measurement (e.g.
white square).
The PL image in Fig.1b was taken with one-Sun
equivalent illumination intensity. Fig.2 shows a PL
image of the blurry region marked in Fig.1b with a white
square taken with ten-Suns equivalent illumination
intensity. That image reveals that the origin of the low
carrier density regions in the PL image from Fig.1b are
caused by very small localised defects that are too small
to be detected reliably in the relatively crude μ-PCD
map. The blurring around these features that is observed
in the PL image measured with one-Sun equivalent
illumination is caused by lateral currents flowing from
adjacent high lifetime regions into the defected region
and is especially pronounced because an emitter has
already been formed on the wafer. To obtain the minority
carrier lifetime from the image in Fig.1b, these lateral
currents would have to be accounted for numerically as
has been discussed previously in relation to the CDI
technique [19].
The reason for the reduced blurring in the area
surrounding local recombination sites in PL images
measured with higher illumination intensity (Fig.2) is
that at higher illumination intensity the lateral currents
flowing into the defected region become larger. The
series resistance of the emitter then more effectively
isolates these regions from the surrounding high lifetime
regions, i.e. voltage drops occur over shorter distances.
Using two dimensional network modelling to describe
quantitatively the influence of local shunts or
recombination active sites on luminescence will be
helpful to describe these blurring effects more
quantitatively [20]. Experimental results on PL images
carried out with variable light intensities combined with
such modelling will help developing methods to
distinguish shunts from other recombination active areas.

region modulation effect [14, 15]. Neglecting photon
reabsorption within the silicon wafer [16], and assuming
low injection conditions the local luminescence intensity
is given by the average excess minority carrier density
Δn across the thickness of the wafer
d

I PL = C ⋅ N D / A ⋅

1
⋅ Δ n ( x )dx = C ⋅ N D / A ⋅ Δ n
d ∫0

(1)

where ND/A is the doping concentration Δn(x) is the local
minority carrier concentration and d is the thickness of
the sample. Since PL imaging is carried out under steady
state conditions, the minority carrier lifetime is given as

τ eff =

Δn
G

(2)

where G is the
average minority carrier generation rate per volume. The
determination of the calibration constant C in Eq.1 is
crucial for quantitative lifetime measurements, and is a
more challenging task in QSS-PL than in other
techniques such as quasi steady state photoconductance
(QSS-PC) [17]. This is mainly because the calibration
constant varies from one wafer to the next due to optical
effects.
The first absolute minority carrier lifetime
distribution from a PL image was presented in [2] for a
passivated mc-Si wafer. In the same reference good
quantitative agreement with Carrier Density Imaging [18]
was demonstrated. Fig.1b shows a calibrated PL image
of a p-type string ribbon wafer after phosphorous
diffusion plus SiN deposition and firing. The colour bar
gives the effective minority carrier lifetime in μs. For
comparison Fig.1a shows a lifetime map taken on the
same wafer with a commercial (Semilab WCT-100)
microwave photoconductance decay (μ-PCD) tool.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: PL image
measured in 1 s and with
ten-Suns
equivalent
illumination intensity on
the area marked with a
white square in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Effective Minority carrier lifetime in μs
measured on a 8 x 15 cm2 string ribbon wafer after
emitter diffusion and SiN firing. (a) μ-PCD map
measured in 100 s with 2 mm per pixel spatial resolution.
(b) PL image measured in 1 s with 160 μm per pixel
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edge. That area is still visible in the image taken on the
finished cell. This low lifetime region near the edge of
the wafer is caused by a defect rich region near the outer,
bottom or top region of a cast ingot. This example shows
that PL images may be used as an efficient quality
control tool for raw wafers by both wafer and cell
manufacturers.
The low lifetime of only ~400ns in the unpassivated
wafer after NaOH etch (Fig.3a) results from the diffusion
limitation of the carrier lifetime and agrees well with the
value that is calculated for an infinite recombination
velocity on both surfaces for the illumination wavelength
of 815nm.

PL imaging at different light intensities thus offers
the flexibility of measuring the effect of a defect on the
lateral carrier density under realistic operating conditions
(Fig.1b) and accurately localising the defects at a higher
illumination intensity (Fig.2).
The PL image taken at ten-Suns gives the minority
carrier lifetime with only minor influence of lateral
smearing, however at an injection level that is exceeding
the normal operating conditions of the solar cell. It
should be noted, however, that the μ-PCD tool uses
intensities equivalent to hundreds of Suns, thereby
providing lifetimes at injection conditions that are even
further from the operating conditions of the solar cell.
The reason for the quantitative agreement between the
PL image and the μ-PCD measurement in Fig.1 is that
according to an injection level dependent QSS-PL
lifetime measurement (not shown here) the injection
level dependence of the minority carrier lifetime in this
wafer is weak, varying by only 20% over two orders of
magnitude of illumination intensity.

2.2 PL imaging in iodine solution

a)

(a)

(b)
b)
Figure 4: Effective minority carrier lifetime in μs
measured on an as grown 8 x 15 cm2 string ribbon wafer.
(a) after HF dip and with iodine ethanol surface
passivation, (b) without surface passivation.

(c)

The surface passivation of silicon wafers by
immersion in HF has been shown previously to yield
exceptionally low surface recombination velocities of
0.25 cm/s [21]. In mc-Si wafers immersed in HF the
effective minority carrier lifetime is thus dominated by
the bulk. Sugimoto and Tajima recently demonstrated the
benefits of PL imaging of mc-Si wafers immersed in HF
[22]. Due to the associated reduction in data acquisition
time, the same group was able to measure wafers cut
from different positions of a cast block, thereby
providing three-dimensional information about the
distribution of defects [23]. The operational health and
safety issues associated with handling HF are not
acceptable in many environments (e.g. in characterisation
laboratories). Passivation by iodine ethanol or iodine
methanol solution following HF dipping is therefore
commonly used as a much safer alternative.
Calibrated PL images (colour bar gives effective
lifetime in μs) of an as grown string ribbon wafer before
and after HF dipping and iodine ethanol passivation are
shown in Fig.4. The comparison of the two images shows
that iodine immersion after HF dipping allows the bulk
lifetime to be measured, whereas the measurement on the

(d)

Figure 3: Effective Minority carrier lifetime in μs from
PL images measured on 5-inch mc-Si sister wafers after
(a) surface damage etch, (b) emitter diffusion, (c) SiN
deposition (not fired), (d) fully processed cell [color scale
in counts per pixel and second for (d)].
2.1 Process monitoring
Fig.3 shows calibrated PL images of various
neighbouring mc-Si sister wafers at different processing
stages: after NaOH etch (a), after emitter diffusion (b),
after SiN deposition (c) and fully processed cell (d). Each
image in Fig.3 taken with only one to ten seconds (3a)
data acquisition time each. A further reduction of the data
acquisition time can be achieved e.g. via 3x3 binning of
pixels, thereby sacrificing spatial resolution. The images
shown in Fig.3 highlight the possibility of monitoring the
influence of individual processing steps on the local
material parameters in an in-line process. For example
the image taken on the as-cut wafer and all subsequent
images show an area of reduced lifetime near the bottom
24
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However, this approach ignores the effect of lateral
voltage variations across the cell area. These variations
are observed in most cells and have a substantial impact
on the local EL intensity. They can be caused for
example by variations in the local contact resistance or in
the emitter sheet resistivity (see e.g. section on series
resistance imaging below).
An alternative technique to measure the diffusion
length that has recently been introduced and
demonstrated is based on calculating the ratio of two EL
images measured under identical excitation conditions
but with different spectral filters [24]. Fig.5a shows the
diffusion length within a 10 x 10 cm2 multicrystalline
solar cell obtained using that method.
The diffusion length was obtained from the intensity
ratio of two EL images, one measured with a 900 nm
short pass filter and the second one with a 1000 nm short
pass filter mounted in front of the camera objective.
Fig.5b shows the diffusion length distribution as
determined from a spectral light beam induced current
(LBIC) map measured on the same cell. Both images in
Fig.5 are plotted on the same colour scale and excellent
quantitative agreement is observed. There are two major
advantages of determining the diffusion length from the
ratio of two luminescence images compared to the
method of using one single EL image. Firstly, intensity
variations in single EL images that result from lateral
voltage variations are eliminated, which avoids
substantial experimental artefacts. Secondly, the intensity
ratio provides the absolute diffusion length from two
relative luminescence images thereby avoiding the
requirement for a separate calibration method. The
details of the method and the theory are described in [24]
and in [25]. Future work will focus on applying the
technique of calculating intensity ratios to the calibration
of PL images.

raw wafer gives the diffusion limited lifetime in high
bulk lifetime grains (~400 ns in this wafer for 815 nm
illumination wavelength). The correlation between the
two images in Fig.4 also shows that PL images allow
areas of low bulk lifetime to be identified already in
measurements on unprocessed raw wafers.
PL imaging with iodine ethanol passivation after HF
dipping and rinsing is thus a safer alternative to
measurements in HF solution. In practice the wafer can
actually be measured without being immersed in the
solution. After the HF treatment the wafers can be stored
in the iodine ethanol solution for days without significant
deterioration of the surface passivation. After taking the
wafer out of the solution a homogeneous film is formed
on both polished and rough surfaces that preserves the
passivation for about two minutes, more than enough for
loading the wafer into the PL imaging set-up and making
the measurement.

3

DIFFUSION LENGTH IMAGING

Fuyuki et al proposed EL imaging as a fast technique
to measure spatially resolved diffusion lengths in silicon
solar cells [1]. They observed a linear relationship
between the local luminescence intensity and the local
diffusion length in some small area silicon solar cells.

(a)

140μm

4

To date the most widely used and established
technique to identify local variations in the series
resistance in silicon solar cells is Corescan [26]. That
technique maps the electrochemical potential in the
emitter by scratching a metal probe through the SiN (or
SiO2) front passivation and antireflection layer, thereby
measuring the local electrochemical potential difference
between the front grid and the emitter. Using
luminescence
imaging
for
spatially
resolved
measurement of the series resistance was proposed and
demonstrated experimentally in Ref.[27]. It was shown
that lateral variations of the series resistance show up as
variations of the luminescence intensity in EL images
and also in PL images that are measured with
simultaneous current extraction. A more quantitative
determination of spatially resolved series resistance
variations from two PL images (PL-Rs), one taken under
open circuit conditions and another taken with current
extraction, was demonstrated in [28]. The determination
of
spatially resolved series resistance from a
combination of EL imaging with lock-in thermography
was demonstrated more recently [29].
In a paper presented at this conference the PL-Rs
method for quantitative measurements of the series
resistance is demonstrated on multicrystalline solar cells
[30]. It is shown that using the approach described in [28]

20μm

(b)

SERIES RESISTANCE IMAGING

140μm

20μm
Figure 5: Minority carrier diffusion length in μm
measured on a 10 x 10 cm2 screen printed silicon solar
cell. (a) from the ratio of two EL images measured with a
1000 nm and a 900 nm short pass filter, respectively, (b)
from a spectral LBIC map.
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consideration that is crucial for in-line applications is that
the PL-Rs technique is non-destructive.

lateral variations of the minority carrier lifetime are
eliminated in the resulting series resistance image. It is
also demonstrated experimentally in that paper that PL
imaging is sensitive to series resistance effects occurring
on both the front and the rear surface in contrast to
Corescan, which only measures front surface effects.
This aspect is particularly important for cell concepts like
laser fired contacts [31] or high efficiency interdigitated
rear contact cellconcepts [32], in which series resistance
effects will occur predominantly on the rear surface.
Fig.6 shows the comparison of the series resistance
of a screen printed monocrystalline silicon solar cell
determined using the quantitative PL-Rs method
presented in [28] with a Corescan measurement taken on
the same cell. The PL image shows the series resistance
in Ωcm2, whereas the Corescan presents the local voltage
drop between emitter and front grid. The PL-Rs method
is advantageous as it provides better spatial resolution

5

SHUNT IMAGING

The detection of moderate and strong shunts with EL
and PL imaging has been demonstrated by various
groups (e.g. [33-35]). It has been shown that in both PL
and EL images the vicinity of shunted areas appears as a
blurred region of reduced luminescence intensity. This
blurring is caused by voltage drops associated with
lateral current flow through the emitter and through the
front surface grid. This is the same effect that causes the
blurring in the PL lifetime image shown in Fig.1b.
5.1 Numerical modelling of shunts
Two dimensional numerical network modelling was
used in Ref.[20] to analyse these blurring effects
quantitatively. As an example, Fig.7 shows a simulated
photoluminescence intensity distribution from a silicon
solar cell with a 40 Ω/sq. diffusion and a metal grid on
the front surface. The cell has a point like shunt in the
middle between two grid fingers. Three images are
shown in Fig.7 simulated for different values of the
parallel resistance (from left to right RP=640 Ω, 160 Ω
and 40 Ω, respectively). The images show how the
blurring caused by lateral current flow into the shunts
varies with the shunt resistance. A correlation of these
theoretical results with experimental luminescence
images and a systematic study of luminescence images
measured with variable excitation conditions should
allow a more quantitative analysis of luminescence
images in terms of shunts than currently possible.
However, at this stage it cannot be expected that
luminescence imaging will be as quantitative as lock-in
Thermography methods [36], even when combined with
such two dimensional numerical modelling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Photoluminescence images of the area around
a point like shunt in a silicon solar cell simulated using
two dimensional network modelling. Increased blurring
effects are expected around stronger point like shunts.

Figure 6: Series resistance variation in an industrial 5inch screen printed monocrystalline silicon solar cell,
caused by a non-ideal post-processing anneal. (a) Series
resistance in Ωcm2 from photoluminescence imaging,
determined from four PL images each measured in 1s, (b)
voltage variation between the grid and the emitter
measured by CORESCAN using 0.5 mm line spacing and
30mA/cm2. Data acquisition time >40 minutes.

5.2 Shunt detection and subsequent isolation
A more qualitative shunt localisation from PL/EL
images can still be very useful for specific applications.
A PL/EL imaging investigation of twenty shunted
industrial mc-Si solar cells that were rejected by the
manufacturer due to excessive reverse currents and poor
electrical performance showed that in most cases the
position of the shunt could be identified fairly accurately
[37]. As an example Fig.8a shows a PL image taken with
one second data acquisition time and with one-Sun

with significantly shorter data acquisition time (total data
acquisition time for the PL data was 4s compared to 33
minutes for the Corescan). The data acquisition time
required for the PL-Rs method is thus compatible with
in-line process monitoring. Another important
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At the left hand edge a crack was introduced during cell
handling which had no detrimental effect on the cell
efficiency.
The isolation of the shunt in this cell resulted in an
improvement in the implied fill factor (as determined
from Suns-Voc measurements [39]) from 69% to 83%
and in cell efficiency under AM1.5 illumination
conditions from 13.5% to 15.1%. The lower relative
improvement in cell efficiency (11.8%) compared to the
relative improvement in implied fill factor (20.3%) is due
to series resistance effects that are not measured in SunsVoc experiments and that start dominating the fill factor
once the influence of the shunt resistance is sufficiently
suppressed. The excellent fill factors obtained from the
Suns-Voc measurements clearly show that after the
isolation process the shunt resistance no longer has a
significant influence on the cell performance under oneSun operating conditions. Due to the short data
acquisition time of only one second that is required for
the PL image, the combination of luminescence imaging
and various shunt isolation methods could be a viable
approach to reduce the impact of shunted cells on
average yield and average efficiency in industrial
production.

equivalent illumination intensity on a shunted screen
printed mc-Si solar cell. The position of the shunt is
identified in the vicinity of one finger, the voltage of
which is dragged down substantially by the shunt,
causing reduced luminescence intensity in the vicinity of
the shunt. The inset of Fig.8a shows a section from the
same image but plotted on a different colour scale. The
position of the shunt (solid arrow) can be readily
identified in that representation.
The qualitative shunt localisation from luminescence
images followed by shunt isolation was proposed in [34]
as a means to reduce the influence of shunts on the
average production yield in PV manufacturing. This
methodology was demonstrated experimentally in [38]
and also at this conference [37]. Once the position of the
shunt is known, isolation methods similar to those
commonly used for edge isolation in industrial screen
printed solar cells can be applied. Fig.8b shows a PL
image of the same shunted cell after the shunted region
has been electrically isolated from the main part of the
cell. The isolation was achieved by using an etching
process that removes the silver from the finger on both
sides of the shunt. The shunt is confined to a much
smaller region after the shunt isolation and no longer
contributes significantly to the performance of the cell.

6

IRON IMAGING

Iron is one of the most relevant impurities found in
silicon wafers that are used in photovoltaic applications
and can be present either in point-like form [40] or as
precipitates [41]. The recombination activity of
interstitial iron has been found to be more pronounced in
p-type silicon [42], which is most commonly used for
industrial solar cells. Fast methods that measure the
spatially resolved interstitial iron concentration are
therefore of interest. Some methods to determine the
interstitial iron concentration in boron-doped p-type
silicon wafers are based on the fact that the injection level
dependent minority carrier lifetime changes dramatically
when the chemical state of non-precipitated iron within a
silicon sample is changed from FeB pairs to interstitial Fe
(Fei) [43]. The transformation from FeB pairs to Fei can
be achieved in practice by continuous strong illumination
with a few suns equivalent illumination intensity at room
temperature [44] typically for less than one minute.
PL imaging is especially well-suited to iron imaging,
due to the speed with which an image can be taken. Both
PL images that were used for the iron concentration
image shown in Fig.9 were measured with a data
acquisition time of only one second each. This short data
acquisition time is particularly important for Feiconcentration imaging because it allows the FeB pairs to
remain mostly unbroken during the initial measurement,
which is essential for accurate determination of the iron
concentration. In addition, the second lifetime image can
be measured very quickly after the FeB pairs have been
dissociated. The influence of the reformation of FeB pairs
during the measurement is thus negligible. A more
detailed
description
of
the
Fei-concentration
measurements with photoluminescence imaging can be
found in [45].

(a)

(b)
Figure 8: PL image of a shunted industrial silicon solar
cell measured before (a) and after (b) shunt isolation. See
text for details.
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intensity (which is indicative of the minority carrier
lifetime) and the defect luminescence intensity was
observed. The intensity ratio of defect band luminescence
and band-to-band luminescence was found to be
indicative of the local dislocation density.
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Figure 9: Interstitial iron concentration in a 13x13 mm2
section of a mc-Si wafer obtained from two PL images
(each measured in one second) taken before and after
dissociating FeB pairs.
Fig.9 shows the iron concentration in a 13 x 13 mm2
section of a passivated mc-Si wafer as determined from
two PL images measured with one-Sun equivalent
illumination intensity before and after dissociating the
FeB pairs. The dissociation was achieved by intense
illumination (~ten-Suns) for one minute. The iron
concentration was deduced from the reduction in
minority carrier lifetime that is observed upon breaking
of FeB pairs at injection levels below the so-called
crossover point for Fe/FeB pair dissociation [46]. There
is a clear reduction in the interstitial Fe concentration
near the grain boundaries and near dislocated regions,
indicating internal gettering of iron during crystallization.
The average iron concentration in the image is 9×1012
cm-3, which is similar to the average iron concentration
determined across this entire wafer by QSS-PC
measurements (7×1012 cm-3).

7

(b)

Figure 10: String ribbon silicon wafer after emitter
diffusion, SiN deposition and firing. (a) Minority carrier
lifetime obtained from a band-to-band photoluminescence
image measured with a Si-CCD camera. (b) Defect
photoluminescence signal measured with an InGaAs
camera. See text for details.
Dislocations are structural defects that cannot be
removed via gettering and often remain as the efficiency
limiting defects at the end of cell processing (see Fig.3).
Infrared imaging techniques (ILM [50] / CDI [18]) are
affected by minority carrier trapping [51] at low injection
levels. The trap density has recently been linked to the
dislocation density in measurements on raw wafers and
these methods thus appear to have the potential to
identify efficiency limiting defects already in the starting
material [52, 53]. Here, our aim of imaging the defect
luminescence band is similar. That is, we aim to use
defect luminescence imaging to identify efficiency
limiting dislocation densities early on in the cell process,
ideally already in measurements on the starting material,
and with data acquisition times that are compatible with
measuring every wafer in an in-line process.
Fig.10a shows a calibrated lifetime distribution
within a string ribbon wafer after SiN deposition plus
firing, obtained from a conventional band-to-band
luminescence image taken with a Silicon CCD camera. A
defect luminescence image of that wafer was measured at
UNSW using a thermoelectrically cooled InGaAs camera
with a resolution of 320x256 pixels. A dielectric 1300nm
long-pass filter in front of the camera was used to block
the band-to-band luminescence. The defect luminescence
image (Fig.10b) was captured with a data acquisition
time of 3s. A clear correlation between low lifetime areas

DISLOCATION IMAGING

Scientific grade Si CCD cameras were used for all
luminescence imaging applications that have been
discussed above. These cameras only detect the short
wavelength tail of the band-to-band luminescence from
silicon samples at room temperature. About an order of
magnitude enhancement of the measured photon flux can
be achieved by using an InGaAs camera, which is
sensitive typically from 900 nm to 1700 nm and thus
throughout the entire spectral range in which band-toband emission from crystalline silicon occurs.
Another benefit of using an InGaAs camera is that it
is sensitive to an emission band in the spectral range
1400-1700 nm. The so-called D-band or defect
luminescence (as it will be referred to here), was first
detected in plastically deformed silicon at cryogenic
temperatures [47], and is still detectable as a broad
featureless spectral emission band around λ=1550nm at
room temperature. The presence of the defect band has
been linked to the presence of dislocations, but the exact
role of dislocations and of their decoration with specific
impurities is not fully understood to date [48]. Scanning
photoluminescence mapping on mc Si [6] and on string
ribbon silicon wafers [49] was used to map the band-toband and the defect luminescence, respectively. An anticorrelation between the band-to-band luminescence
28
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and high defect luminescence intensity is observed,
confirming the results presented in [6]. PL imaging thus
allows similar studies but with much shorter
measurement times. Fig.10 also shows that dislocation
rich regions seem to dominate the cell performance at the
end of processing, i.e. after other defects such as point
defects and impurities have been either gettered or
passivated with hydrogen. Some areas of reduced
minority carrier lifetime (e.g. dotted circle in Fig.10) are
not caused by dislocations and therefore do not emit long
wavelength luminescence. For a quantitative analysis of
dislocation densities, the PL signal in the defect band
must therefore be normalised against the band-to-band
PL signal as proposed in [6].
Measurements on a number of dislocation rich string
ribbon silicon samples at various processing stages
showed that prior to SiN firing the defect luminescence
signal is too weak to yield acceptable signal to noise
ratios with data acquisition times of <10 s and with
illumination intensities of <ten-Suns. For example no
detectable defect luminescence signal was observed even
with ten-Suns equivalent illumination intensity on
unprocessed string ribbon and mc-Si wafers. PL imaging
of the defect band at room temperature on silicon wafers
thus does not appear to be a practical alternative to bandto-band PL imaging or ILM/CDI for fast (i.e. in-line)
characterisation of silicon wafers at an early stage of
processing.

8

(a)

CRACK DETECTION

Wafer and cell breakage causes major yield losses in
industrial manufacturing of solar cells and PV modules.
Techniques that are under development for crack
detection include Resonance Ultrasonic Vibration (RUV)
[54-56], Radiant Heating/Thermography (RHT) [57] and
Ultrasonic Thermography (UT) [58]. A commercial
prototype of an in-line RUV tool has recently been
developed [59].
The detection of cracks in silicon solar cells by EL
imaging (see e.g. [60, 61]) and in silicon wafers by PL
imaging (e.g. [2, 27]) has been demonstrated previously.
PL imaging is particularly appealing for crack detection
as it is a fast and non-contact technique that can be
applied before and after any processing stage.
Distinguishing cracks from other recombination active
regions such as dislocation networks or grain boundaries
is not a trivial task, particularly in mc-Si wafers (see
Fig.11). The variety of features that are typically
observed in PL images taken on mc-Si samples makes
identifying cracks with lengths on the order of only a few
mm or even centimetres unreliable if only one single
image is inspected.
An approach presented at this conference to enhance
the sensitivity and reliability of PL imaging for crack
detection in mc-si wafers is to compare PL images taken
under identical conditions on sister wafers, i.e.
neighbouring wafers cut from the same ingot [62]. The
idea is that material induced defects such as dislocations
and grain boundaries cause surprisingly similar features
in PL images measured on adjacent wafers. On the other
hand cracks are often either introduced or significantly
expanded during processing and are therefore unlikely to
have the exact same shape and be present in the same
location in adjacent waters.

(b)
Figure 11: PL images measured with one-Sun equivalent
illumination intensity on two mc-Si sister wafers after
emitter diffusion and SiN deposition. One wafer (a) was
measured as received, the second wafer (b)was processed
as described in the text.

Fig.11 shows PL images of two mc-Si sister wafers
measured after diffusion and SiN deposition. Both wafers
have cracks and a piece broken off at the top edge, which
was introduced during manual handling of the wafers.
Several small and large cracks were intentionally
introduced into the second wafer (Fig.11b). In addition a
scratch (~7mm) was introduced using a diamond pen.
Except for the large extended and almost horizontal crack
at the top of the wafer it is difficult to identify any
features in Fig.11b unambiguously as cracks. The direct
comparison of the two images in Fig.11 already gives
some better idea, which features are grown in defects and
which were introduced.
Fig.12 shows the normalised intensity difference between
the two images, a representation in which identical
intensities result in a value of 0.5 and the difference in
intensity ranges from zero to unity. Several cracks of
variable length clearly show up as pronounced features.
The smallest cracks (inset of Fig.12) that are visible in
the intensity difference are only ~4mm in size. The “star-
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makes luminescence imaging techniques very attractive
for in-line monitoring in industrial applications.
The next step in the development of PL/EL imaging
is to demonstrate how the vast amount of spatially
resolved information (available in principle on every
wafer or solar cell in a production) can be used to make
better solar cells with higher average production yield.
To this end, a systematic PL imaging study of a large
number of wafers before and after key processing stages
is required. A statistical analysis will then provide
algorithms that allow optimisation of the production e.g.
adjusting process parameters based on individual PL
images or sorting out low quality or cracked wafers. This
procedure will assist in establishing luminescence
imaging into a standard in-line process monitoring tool
that should be part of every production line in the future.

shape” of this defect allows identifying this defect as a
crack with high certainty. The diamond pen scratch
(arrow) for instance has caused junction shunting, which
is associated with blurring effects and which is clearly
distinct from the cracks. More statistical analysis is
required to identify how accurately and reliably cracks
can be distinguished form scratches using this method.
In highly automated production lines, in which
wafers from the same ingot can be processed in a
systematic way [63] this method could be extremely
valuable in gathering statistical data about cracks that are
introduced or expanded during processing, eventually
resulting in algorithms to sort out cracked wafers.
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